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a b s t r a c t

This study presents a novel motion-cueing strategy, which is applied to a motion simulator with three

rotational degrees of freedom (DOF) to perform the roll, pitch, yaw, surge, and sway motions by using an

online optimization algorithm. The weighting functions are adaptively tuned in each step, and the

optimal Euler angles are obtained analytically. This motion-cueing algorithm is efficient since it requires

no recursive search on the optimal solution. Experiments demonstrating the validity of the 5-DOF

motion simulation are also included.

& 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The goal of a motion simulator is to give a realistic impression
of a pilot’s motion, as in an aircraft or a racing car. Unfortunately,
this goal is not easy to achieve because simulators are limited
by their workspace features and actuator capabilities such as
maximum torque and velocity. Engineers have begun to solve this
unrealism in simulators by developing a motion cue strategy,
known as ‘‘washout filtering’’. The aim of washout filtering is to
transform trajectories generated by a dynamic virtual reality (VR)
model incorporating very large displacements into driving system
commands that can give realistic motion cues to a pilot within the
simulator’s limited workspace.

Washout involves separating the motion cues into high-
(onset) and low- (sustained) frequency components, enabling
the cues to be managed and displayed within the physical
confines of a given platform system. The washout must provide
a high-pass filtering system, which may be linear or nonlinear, to
limit the simulator cab excursions. Nonlinear designs include
adaptive filters and other optimal control techniques, which are
applied against various criteria.

Many schemes have been presented. Schmidt and Bjorn (1970)
analyzed the motion drive signals for piloted flight simulators.
Conrad and Schmidt (1971) proposed techniques for calculating
ll rights reserved.
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motion drive signals. Sinacori (1973) proposed a practical
approach to motion simulation. Bowles, Parrish, and Dieudonne
(1975) presented the coordinated adaptive washout for motion
simulators. Sivan, Ish-shalom, and Huang (1982) introduced an
optimal control approach to the design of moving flight
simulators. Ariel and Sivan (1984) addressed the false cue
reduction in moving flight simulators. Reid and Nahon (1986)
developed a flight simulator driving algorithm. Nahon and Reid
(1990) developed simulator motion drive algorithms. Reid, Nahon,
and Kirdeikis (1992) developed the adaptive simulator motion
software with supervisory control. Idan and Sahar (1996)
presented the robust controller for a dynamic six degree of
freedom (DOF) flight simulator. Pouliot, Gosselin, and Nahon
(1998) analyzed the motion simulation capabilities of 3-DOF flight
simulators. Moshe and Nahon (1999) analyzed the offline
comparison of classical and robust flight simulator motion
control. Martin (2000) considered the whole body motion of
motion cueing. Liao, Huang, and Chieng (2004) proposed another
novel washout filter algorithm for a 6-DOF motion simulator.
Chang, Chieng, Liao, and Jeng (2006) developed a master switch-
ing technique for electronic cam control with special reference
to multi-axis coordinated trajectory following.

The theory and development of the optimal algorithm for a
6-DOF flight simulator have recently been discussed by Wu and
Cardullo (1997) and Telban and Cardullo (2005). Their approach
incorporates a mathematical model of the human vestibular
system, constraining the pilot sensation error between the
simulated aircraft and motion platform dynamics. The problem
is to determine a transfer function matrix that relates the desired
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Nomenclature

x* local minimizer governed by KKT conditions
l* multiplier vector of inequality constraints
g inequality constraints vector
T sampling time
g acceleration due to gravity
f � cost function of �
E� error vector of �
Q� weighting matrix of �
o� angular velocity along �-axis
ô� reference angular velocity along �-axis
o�; bound maximum angular velocity along �-axis
o�; indiff indifference threshold for angular velocity along �-

axis
o�; kþ1 desired angular velocity along �-axis at step k+1
ô�;kþ1;highpass reference angular velocity along �-axis after high-

pass filtering at step k+1
y�; k angle of � at step k

y�; kþ1 angle of � at step k+1
ŷ�;kþ1;highpass reference angle of � calculated from ô�;kþ1;highpass

at step k+1
a� linear acceleration along �-axis

â� reference linear acceleration along �-axis
a�; kþ1 desired linear acceleration along �-axis at step k+1
â�;kþ1 reference linear acceleration along �-axis at step k+1
â�;kþ1;lowpass reference linear acceleration after low-pass filter-

ing along �-axis at step k+1
a�; kþ1; highpass desired high-frequency linear acceleration along

�-axis at step k+1
â�;kþ1;highpass reference linear acceleration after high-pass filter-

ing along �-axis at step k+1
â�;kþ1;highpass reference angular acceleration along �-axis at step

k+1
‘�;k equivalent moment arm of �
||�||2 norm of �
sign(�) sign of �
a, b, g Euler angles of XYZ fixed coordinate
a0, b0, g0 Euler angles of ZYZ coordinate
y1, y2, y3 output angle of motors 1, 2, and 3
G
C T transformation from global coordinate to cockpit

coordinate
G
C RXYZ rotation matrix from global to cockpit coordinate by

XYZ fixed angles
G
C RZ0Y 0Z0 rotation matrix from global to cockpit coordinate by

ZYZ Euler angles

Fig. 1. Coordinates on an aircraft.
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simulator motion input to the aircraft input, such that a cost
function constraining the pilot sensation error (between simulator
and aircraft) is minimized.

However, these studies concern motion simulators with full
spatial DOF, i.e. 6-DOF; the problem of real-time optimal motion-
cueing techniques for simulating specific VR motion in a motion
simulator with limited DOF has rarely been considered.

This study proposes a novel algorithm that evaluates the real-
time optimal motion-cueing strategy for a motion simulator solely
with the rotational DOF (yaw, pitch and roll). The algorithm
optimizes the additional linear onset cues, provided the attitude
and sustained cues remain. This algorithm comprises a linear
classical washout filter (CLWF), a yawing washout filter (YWF),
an adaptive washout filter (AWF) and a real-time optimal motion-
cueing algorithm (ROMA). The present algorithm individually
transforms the high-frequency and the low-frequency linear
motions into the output angles of a 3-DOF simulator. These
output angles are incorporated into the cockpit attitude control
to perform the 5-DOF motion. The ROMA first defines a quadratic
cost function to be minimized. This cost function corresponding
to the performance index of 5-DOF motion is then decoupled
into three Euler angles associated with the 3-DOF simulator. The
restrictions of workspace and actuator capabilities are presented
as inequality constraints of the motion performance optimization
problem. Since the cost function has a quadratic (convex) form,
KKT conditions may be introduced to locate the global optimum.
Prior to the motion optimization ROMA, the YWF is applied
to prevent the simulator cab excursion from exceeding the
workspace. After the motion optimization ROMA, the AWF is
applied if necessary to reset the simulator position gradually.
All washout motions are performed in the insensible acceleration
or rate to the pilot. The remaining Euler angles of the 3-DOF
simulator, i.e. pitch and roll, should simultaneously account
for the cockpit angular motion and the residual tilt presenting
the linear motion. The bounds of the pitch and roll angles
are formulated implicitly, and are calculated during each sampling
time. The motor commands are obtained by substituting the
desired Euler angles into the inverse kinematics model of the
3-DOF simulator.
2. Human perception and the performance index of motion
cueing

The motion cues within the motion simulation can be
categorized into six components, namely the translations and
rotations along x, y, and z axes, respectively. These rotation angles
are known as the Euler angles (yaw, pitch, and roll). In flight, any
aircraft rotates about its center of gravity, a point that is the
average location of the mass of the aircraft. It can be defined as
a three-dimensional coordinate system through the center of
gravity, with each axis perpendicular to the other two axes. The
orientation of the aircraft can then be defined as the DOF of the
parts of the aircraft along these principal axes (x, y, and z axes), as
shown in Fig. 1.

Motion simulation attempts to provide task-critical motion
and force information (i.e. ‘‘cues’’) and any required components
of the stressor-induced workload increment that would be present
in flight or other vehicles (Martin, 2000). In practice, a motion
simulator focuses most strongly on ‘‘linear acceleration’’ and
‘‘angular velocity’’ (Reid & Nahon, 1986). Defining an error of
motion can help to construct a particular performance index for
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real-time processing of motion control. The error of a 6-DOF
motion is defined as a vector of two norms of differences between
the actual and required angular velocity/linear acceleration, as
follows:

Eoverall ¼

jjox � ôxjj2

jjoy � ôyjj2

jjoz � ôzjj2

jjax � âxjj2

jjay � âyjj2

jjaz � âzjj2

2
6666666664

3
7777777775

(1)

Motion cueing attempts to minimize the above error vector. In
this study, a motion simulator with three rotational DOF is
concerned. This motion simulator is not naturally capable of
performing any linear motion. To present the cues of linear
acceleration to a pilot, the cockpit needs to be offset from the
pivot of the simulator mechanism, and the rotational motion cue
must be sacrificed. Moreover, only the linear accelerations greater
than the indifference threshold (Reid & Nahon, 1986) have to be
transformed into angles.

Fig. 2 shows a particular 3-DOF motion simulator. This motion
simulator employs three rotational DOF. Since the 3-DOF motion
simulator is pivoted by a ball joint, and the cockpit is supported
on top of the pivot, the heave motion, i.e. linear motion along the
z-axis, must be left behind during the error minimization. This
study is concerned with the following five motion cues:

Etotal ¼

jjox � ôxjj2

jjoy � ôyjj2

jjoz � ôzjj2

jjax � âxjj2

jjay � âyjj2

2
6666664

3
7777775

(2)

Since the surge and sway motion can only be induced by the pitch
and roll motion of the motion simulator, the overall minimization
pivot
(center of universal joint)

turntable

gear box motorbase

x
y

z

y
x

z

rotating-arm

base-gear 

arm-gear

Fig. 2. Motion simulator mechanism with three rotational DOF.
problems can be divided into the following three sub-problems:
yaw, longitudinal, and lateral:

Eyaw ¼ ½jjoz � ôzjj2� ) f yaw ¼ ET
yawQyawEyaw (3)

Elongitudinal ¼
jjoy � ôyjj2

jjax � âxjj2

" #
) f longitudinal

¼ ET
longitudinal Q longitudinal Elongitudinal (4)

Elateral ¼
jjox � ôxjj2

jjay � âyjj2

" #
) f lateral ¼ ET

lateral Q lateral Elateral (5)

The reference point is determined by offset from the pivot to the
pilot’s head since the proposed algorithm is based on human’s
Vestibular System. The Vestibular System comprises semicircular
canals, which respond to angular acceleration and velocity, and
Otoliths, which are associated with gravity.

2.1. The performance index of yaw motion

The yaw axis (z-axis) is perpendicular to the wings, and lies in
the plane of the aircraft centerline. A yaw motion is a side-to-side
movement of the nose of the aircraft. The error of yaw motion is
defined as

Eyaw ¼ jjoz;kþ1 � ôz;kþ1;highpassjj2 (6)

In the discrete control domain, the above error may be formulated
as

Eyaw ¼ jjyz;kþ1 � ŷz;kþ1;highpassjj2 (7)

where ŷz;kþ1;highpass ¼ yz;k þ ôz;kþ1;highpassT .
According to Eq. (3), such two-norm error representing the

performance index of yaw motion may be expressed as a
quadratic equation:

f yaw ¼ ET
yaw Qyaw Eyaw ¼ ½yz;kþ1 � ŷz;kþ1;highpass�

2 (8)

Assume that Qyaw ¼ 1.

2.2. The performance index of a combination of pitch and surge

motions

The pitch axis (y-axis) is perpendicular to the aircraft center-
line, and lies in the plane of the wings. A pitch motion is an up or
down movement of the nose of the aircraft. The 3-DOF motion
simulator with yaw, pitch, and roll controls can also yield a high-
frequency (onset) linear acceleration in either the x or the y

direction, because the cockpit is offset from the pivot of the
simulator mechanism by a height distance. The linear motion in
the x-axis may be induced due to the presence of pitch motion
(rotation about the y-axis).

This optimization problem attempts to improve the cues on
the cockpit attitude and the linear onset cues along the x-axis
simultaneously in real time. The tradeoff between these two
factors is determined by the weighting matrix Qlongitudinal.
According to Eq. (4), the error vector can be expressed as

Elongitudinal ¼
jjyy;kþ1 � ŷy;kþ1jj2

jjax;kþ1 � âx;kþ1jj2

" #
(9)

Additionally, the otolith organs in the human vestibular system
sense both the acceleration and tilting of the pilot’s head with
respect to the gravity vector (Telban & Cardullo, 2005). Since
the otoliths cannot discriminate between acceleration and tilt,
this phenomenon, known as tilt coordination, can be adopted
to improve motion simulation. This additional cue results from
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passing the vehicle acceleration through a low-pass filter to
produce the desired long-duration tilt cue. Tilt coordination is
implemented in a motion-cueing algorithm by adding additional
cross-feed channels with low-pass filters in the longitudinal
(pitch/surge) and lateral (roll/sway) modes that produce the
additional rotational cues. The low-frequency linear motion cues
can thus be incorporated into the pitch angle to yield the
following form of the error vector

Elongitudinal ¼
yy;kþ1 � ŷy;kþ1 � ks

âx;kþ1;lowpass

g

� ���� ���
2

jjax;kþ1;highpass � âx;kþ1;highpassjj2

2
4

3
5 (10)

The angle obtained from low-frequency linear motions of axis x

is scaled by the constant ks based on the weight effect of the pilot.
In the domain of discrete control, the above error vector can be
expressed as

Elongitudinal ¼
yy;kþ1 � ŷy;kþ1 � ks

âx;kþ1;lowpass

g

� ���� ���
2

jjyy;kþ1 � ŷy;kþ1;highpassjj2

2
64

3
75 (11)

The angular acceleration of the pitch can be expressed in the
discrete form as

ây;kþ1;highpass ¼
ŷy;kþ1;highpass � 2yy;k þ yy;k�1

T2
(12)

The relation between âx;kþ1;highpass and ây;kþ1;highpass is

ây;kþ1;highpass ¼
âx;kþ1;highpass

‘pitch;k
(13)

where ‘pitch;k denotes the moment arm to the axis y (with respect
to pitch angle) at step k. Eqs. (12) and (13) can be combined
to obtain

ŷy;kþ1;highpass ¼
T2

‘pitch;k

 !
âx;kþ1;highpass þ 2yy;k � yy;k�1 (14)

The performance index of the pitch motion can be stated as

f longitudinal ¼ ET
longitudinal

1 0

0 Wlongitudinal;k

" #
Elongitudinal (15)

where

Elongitudinal ¼
yy;kþ1 � ŷy;kþ1 � ks

âx;kþ1;lowpass

g

� ���� ���
2

jjyy;kþ1 � ŷy;kþ1;highpassjj2

2
64

3
75

The above equation can be expanded into

f longitudinal ¼ ½yy;kþ1 � b�2 þWpitch;k½yy;kþ1 � c�2 (16)

where

b ¼ ŷy;kþ1 �
ks

g
âx;kþ1;lowpass and c ¼ ŷy;kþ1;highpass

A particular weighting function is chosen as Wlongitudinal;k ¼

Kpjâx;kþ1;highpassje
�Kejyy;kj where Kp and Ke are constants. The linear

onset motion is associated with a small weighting when the
simulator cab excurses to the boundary of the workspace, and a
progressive increase in weighting as the simulator cab approaches
its home position.

2.3. The performance index of a combination of roll and sway

motions

The roll axis (x-axis) lies along the aircraft centerline. A roll
motion is an up and down movement of the wings of the aircraft.
According to Eq. (5), the performance index of the roll motion can
be stated as

f lateral ¼ ET
lateral

1 0

0 Wlateral

" #
Elateral (17)

where

Elateral ¼

yx;kþ1 � ŷx;kþ1 þ ks
ây;kþ1;lowpass

g

� ���� ���
2

jjyx;kþ1 � ŷx;kþ1;highpassjj2

2
64

3
75

The angular acceleration of the roll can be expressed in the
discrete form as

âx;kþ1;highpass ¼
ŷx;kþ1;highpass � 2yx;k þ yx;k�1

T2
(18)

The relation between ây;kþ1;highpass and âx;kþ1;highpass is

âx;kþ1;highpass ¼ �
ây;kþ1;highpass

‘roll;k
(19)

where ‘roll,k denotes the moment arm to the axis x (with respect to
roll angle) at step k. Eqs. (18) and (19) can be combined to obtain

ŷx;kþ1;highpass ¼ �
T2

‘roll;k

 !
ây;kþ1;highpass þ 2yx;k � yx;k�1 (20)

The above equation can be expanded into

f lateral ¼ ½yx;kþ1 � b�2 þWlateral;k½yx;kþ1 � c�2 (21)

where

b ¼ ŷx;kþ1 þ
ks

g
ây;kþ1;lowpass c ¼ ŷx;kþ1;highpass

The weighting function may be chosen as Wlateral;k ¼

Kpjây;kþ1;highpassje
�Ke jyx;k j where Kp and Ke are constants.
3. 3-DOF motion simulator and motion cueing

Fig. 2 shows a 3-DOF motion simulator. Fig. 2 indicates that the
yaw motion is performed by rotating the turntable through motor
#1 (see Appendix A). The rotation of turntable is independent of
the rest of the connecting mechanism, and thus the yaw motion is
independent of the pitch and roll motion. The pitch and roll
motion is performed by rotating the arm-gear through motor #2,
and the base-gear through motor #3. The ratio of pitch to roll
motion is determined from the amount of motor #3 rotation.
These motions can be easily decoupled at the coordination
control stage based on the inverse kinematic equations. The
inverse kinematic equations shown in Appendix A are adopted to
convert the Cartesian space motion into the joint space control
commands.

The workspace of the motion simulator is restricted by the
mechanical structure. The velocity of the motion simulator is
limited by the driving system. A motion-cueing strategy must be
able to confine the simulator cab within the workspace, provided
that the driving system is not over-speeding at all instances. Since
different mechanisms and driving systems may yield different
bounds and limitations, this study formulates the constraints in
terms of the cockpit coordinates, i.e. Z–Y–X Euler angles, for
general cases.

3.1. Real-time motion simulation structure

Fig. 3 shows the real-time motion simulation structure of the
3-DOF motion simulator. The operator control inputs drive a
mathematical model of the VR system, generates the vehicle
states. Passing vehicle states through the real-time motion-cueing
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VR Dynamics
System

Real-Time
Motion-Cueing Strategy

Kinematics
Transformation

Motor-Control
Algorithm

Vehicle States

Desired Platform States

Platform
Motion

Actuator Extension Commands

Simulator
Control Input

Fig. 3. 3-DOF motion simulation structure.

VR
Acceleration

AWF 

YWF 

CLWF

ROMA

Feedbacks

Low-Frequency
Forces

Rotation DriveHigh-Frequency
Forces

High-Pass
Filter and

Scaling

Low-Pass
Filter and

Scaling

High-Frequency
Motion

Computation  

Yawing Washout
Filter

Residual Tilt
Computation

High-Pass Filter
and Scaling

Simulator
Drives

VR
Angular Velocity

Real-Time
Optimal Motion-Cueing

Algorithm

Equivalent
Transformation

Equivalent
Transformation

Adaptive
Algorithm

Attitude
Computation

Fig. 4. Simplified schematic of the proposed motion-cueing strategy.
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strategy produces the desired motion cues and platform states.
The desired platform states are then transformed from DOF space
to actuator space, generating the realized commands to the three
actuators by kinematics transformation. The actuator motion
commands serve as input to the platform dynamics, resulting in
the actual simulator motion.
3.2. Motion-cueing strategy

The proposed motion-cueing strategy comprises three
branches of motion cues, as shown in Fig. 4. All branches are fed
into a ROMA for a motion optimization process. The first branch of
the motion cue is the high-frequency (onset) linear motion; the
second branch is the low-frequency (sustained) linear motion,
and the third branch is the angular motion cue. The CLWF
converts the sustained motion into the residual tilt (rotation angle
of the cockpit). The angular motion cue is then fed into the YWF,
which is discussed in Section 5, and subsequently fed into the
ROMA.
4. Real-time optimal motion-cueing algorithm (ROMA)

Optimization theory and methods select the best alternative
in the sense of the given objective function (Chong & Żak, 2001).
The ROMA in this study involves minimizing the motion error
where the inequality constraints of concerns are not violated.
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4.1. K– K– T conditions

The KKT condition (Chong & Żak, 2001) is the necessary
condition for the constrained optimization problem. Specifically,
the points satisfying the KKT condition are considered as
candidate minimizers. The cost (objective) function defined
herein is in quadratic form, thus forming a convex optimization
problem. The KKT condition also yields the sufficient condition of
the global minimum. In sum, the KKT condition corresponding to
the inequality constraints comprises four parts (two equalities
and two inequalities):

ðK1Þ l�X0

ðK2Þ Df ðxnÞ þ lnTDgðxnÞ ¼ 0T

ðK3Þ lnTgðxnÞ ¼ 0
*

ðK4Þ gðxnÞp0
VR
Dynamics

Scale 

S�, x

High-Pass
Filter 

�VR, z

Fig. 5. Block diagram of optimiza

Scale

Sa, x

Scale

S�, y

High-Pass 
Filter

Low-Pass
Filter

1
s

aVR, x

�VR, y

VR 
Dynamics 

Fig. 6. Block diagram of optimization process

Scale

Sa, y

Scale

S�, x

High-Pass 
Filter

Low-Pass 
Filter

1
s

aVR, y

�VR,x

VR
Dynamics

Fig. 7. Block diagram of optimization proc
4.2. Optimization on yaw motion

The constraint vector of mechanical boundaries and velocity
limitations can be expressed as follows:

g ¼
y2

z;kþ1 � y2
z;bound

ðyz;kþ1 � yz;kÞ
2
�o2

z;boundT2

2
4

3
5 (22)

The optimization problem can be stated as

min f yaw

s:t: gp0 (23)

Condition K1 yields

l� ¼
m�1
m�2

" #
X0 (24)
Yawing
Washout Filter

(54)

Optimization Process
of

 Output Angle, yaw
(22) ~ (35) 

tion process of yaw motion.

Coefficient
of

Residual Tilt, ks
(10) ~ (15)

Optimization Process
of

 Output Angle, pitch
(33) ~ (42) 

Weighting Function
of

High-Freq. Motion,
Wlongitudinal(15)

of pitch and surge (longitudinal) motion.

Coefficient
of

Residual Tilt, ks
(17) ~ (21)

Optimization
for

 Output Angle, roll
(43) ~ (53)

Weighting Function
of

High-Freq. Motion,
Wlaterall(17)

ess of roll and sway (lateral) motion.
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Assume �1 = 0, �2 = 0

Assume �1 > 0, �2 = 0

Assume �1 = 0, �2 > 0

Obtain �k+1 by (K2)

Check the Inequalities (K4)
True

False

Obtain �k+1 by (K3) 

Obtain �k+1 by (K3) 

Check the Inequalities (K1) and (K4)

Find �1 by �k+1 and (K2)

Find �2 by �k+1 and (K2)

True
False 

Check the Inequalities (K1) and (K4) 

Fig. 8. Procedure of applying KKT conditions in practice.

Fig. 9. Implementation of the control and driving system (courtesy of IMON

Corp.).
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Condition K2 yields

ynz;kþ1 ¼
ŷz;kþ1;highpass þ m�2yz;k

1þ m�1 þ m�2
(25)

Condition K3 yields

m�1ðy
�2
z;kþ1 � y2

z;boundÞ þ m
�
2½ðy

n
z;kþ1 � yx;kÞ

2
� ðoz;boundTÞ2� ¼ 0 (26)

Condition K4 yields

y�2z;kþ1 � y2
z;boundp0

ðy�z;kþ1 � yx;kÞ
2
� ðoz;boundTÞ2p0

8<
: (27)

Substituting the conditions of Eq. (27) into Eq. (26) indicates that
conditions m�140 and mn

240 cannot both exist simultaneously.
Thus, the optimum solution can be obtained from one of the three
cases as follows:

Case 1: m�1 ¼ 0, m�2 ¼ 0. Eq. (25) yields

ynz;kþ1 ¼ ŷz;kþ1;highpass (28)

Case 2: mn
140, m�2 ¼ 0. Eqs. (25) and (26) yield

ynz;kþ1 ¼ �yz;bound (29)

provided that

m�1 ¼
ŷz;kþ1;highpass � ynz;kþ1

yz;bound
40 (30)

Case 3: m�1 ¼ 0, m�240. Eqs. (25) and (26) yield

ynz;kþ1 ¼ yz;k �oz;boundT (31)

provided that

m�2 ¼
ŷz;kþ1;highpass � ynz;kþ1

oz;boundT
40 (32)

Fig. 5 shows the yaw motion optimization process with the YWF
discussed in Section 5.

4.3. Optimization on pitch and surge motion

The constraint vector of mechanical boundaries and velocity
limitations can be expressed as follows:

g ¼
y2

y;kþ1 � y2
y;bound

ðyy;kþ1 � yy;kÞ
2
�o2

y;boundT2

2
4

3
5 (33)

The optimization problem can be stated as

min f longitudinal

s:t: gp0 (34)

Condition K1 yields

l� ¼
m�1
m�2

" #
X0 (35)

Condition K2 yields

yny;kþ1 ¼
bþWlongitudinal;kc þ m�2yy;k

1þWlongitudinal;k þ m�1 þ m�2
(36)

Condition K3 yields

m�1ðy
�2
y;kþ1 � y2

y;boundÞ þ m
�
2½ðy

n
y;kþ1 � yy;kÞ

2
� ðoy;boundTÞ2� ¼ 0 (37)

Condition K4 yields

y�2y;kþ1 � y2
y;boundp0

ðyny;kþ1 � yy;kÞ
2
� ðoy;boundTÞ2p0

8<
: (38)
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Substituting the conditions of Eq. (38) into Eq. (37) indicates that
conditions m�140 and m�240 cannot both exist simultaneously.
Thus, the optimum solution can be obtained from one of the three
cases as follows:

Case 1: m�1 ¼ 0, m�2 ¼ 0. Eq. (36) yields

yny;kþ1 ¼
bþWlongitudinal;kc

1þWlongitudinal;k
(39)

Case 2: m�140, m�2 ¼ 0. Eqs. (36) and (37) yield

yny;kþ1 ¼ �yy;bound
Fig. 10. Trajectory of flight simulation in the view of (a) 3-D view, (b) top vie
provided that

m�1 ¼
bþWlongitudinal;kc � ð1þWlongitudinal;kÞy

�

y;kþ1

yy;bound
40 (40)

Case 3: m�1 ¼ 0, m�240. Eqs. (36) and (37) yield

yny;kþ1 ¼ yy;k �oy;boundT (41)

provided that

m�2 ¼
bþWlongitudinal;kc � ð1þWlongitudinal;kÞy

n
y;kþ1

oy;boundT
40 (42)

Fig. 6 shows the pitch motion optimization process.
w (X–Y plane), (c) front view (Y–Z plane), and (d) side view (X– Z plane).
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Fig. 11. Comparison of linear high-frequency acceleration along x-axis between: (a) original VR dynamic output, (b) simulator output using classical washout filter (CLWF),

and (c) simulator output using proposed algorithm (ROMA).
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4.4. Optimization on roll and sway motion

The constraint vector of mechanical boundaries and velocity
limitations can be expressed as follows:

g ¼
y2

x;kþ1 � y2
x;bound

ðyx;kþ1 � yx;kÞ
2
�o2

x;boundT2

2
4

3
5 (43)

The optimization problem can be stated as

min f lateral

s:t: gp0 (44)

Condition K1 yields

l� ¼
m�1
m�2

" #
X0 (45)

Condition K2 yields

y�x;kþ1 ¼
bþWlateral;kc þ m�2yx;k

1þWlateral;k þ m�1 þ m�2
(46)

Condition K3 yields

m�1ðy
�2
x;kþ1 � y2

x;boundÞ þ m
�
2 ðy

n
x;kþ1 � yx;kÞ

2
� ðox;boundTÞ2

h i
¼ 0 (47)

Condition K4 yields

y�2x;kþ1 � y2
x;boundp0

ðynx;kþ1 � yx;kÞ
2
� ðox;boundTÞ2p0

8<
: (48)

Similarly, substituting the conditions of Eq. (48) into Eq. (47)
indicates that conditions m�140 and m�240 cannot both exist
simultaneously. Thus, the optimum solution can be obtained from
one of the three cases as follows:

Case 1: m�1 ¼ 0, m�2 ¼ 0. Eq. (46) yields

ynx;kþ1 ¼
bþWlateral;kc

1þWlateral;k
(49)

Case 2: m�140, m�2 ¼ 0. Eqs. (46) and (47) yield

ynx;kþ1 ¼ �yx;bound (50)

provided that

m�1 ¼
bþWlateral;kc � ð1þWlateral;kÞy

n
x;kþ1

yx;bound
40 (51)

Case 3: m�1 ¼ 0, m�240. Eqs. (46) and (47) yield

ynx;kþ1 ¼ yx;k �ox;boundT (52)

provided that

m�2 ¼
bþWlateral;kc � ð1þWlateral;kÞy

n
x;kþ1

ox;boundT
(53)

Fig. 7 shows the roll motion optimization process. Fig. 8 shows the
procedure of applying the KKT condition in practice.

4.5. Physical meaning of each case of the optimization

Each optimization task has three cases when applying the KKT
conditions. Taking pitch motion as an example, if the pitch motion
reaches its workspace bound then m�140, otherwise m�1 ¼ 0. If the
velocity of the pitch motion reaches its maximum allowable value,
then m�240, otherwise m�2 ¼ 0.

Subject to individual optimization tasks, in case #1, m�140
and m�240 is applied at the instance of real-time computation
that neither the workspace boundary nor the velocity constraint
is violated, while in case #2, m�140 and m�2 ¼ 0 is applied at the
instance that the velocity constraint is not violated when the
workspace bound is reached. For example, the pitch angle is
sustained at its maximum pitch angle when the maximum
allowable pitch angle is reached; otherwise, the corresponding
position constraint is violated. Case #3: m�1 ¼ 0 and m�240 is
applied when the velocity constraint is violated, thus limiting the
corresponding motion to the maximum velocity.
5. Washout filtering

Washout must provide a high-pass filtering scheme to limit the
simulator cab excursions. The washout filters in the proposed
algorithm include the yaw and adaptive filters as stated in the
following sections.

5.1. Yawing washout filter

The YWF is applied to prevent the yawing angle at step
(k+1) from passing beyond the limits of the motion simulator
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workspace before the optimization process ROMA takes place, as
shown in Fig. 4. If the norm of the new yawing angular velocity is
less than the indifference threshold, then the proposed yawing
washout motion is in action

If jôz;kþ1;highpassjpoz;indiff then

oz;kþ1 ¼ �signðyz;kÞoz;indiff

and

yz;kþ1 ¼ yz;k � ½signðyz;kÞoz;indiff T�

8>><
>>: (54)

The YWF continuously returns the cockpit to its home position,
where the dexterity of motion is highest.

5.2. Adaptive washout filter

The optimization algorithm guarantees that the simulator
cockpit does not exceed the workspace. However, this guarantee
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(1)
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) pitc
The sampling frequency may not be stable, due to the high
CPU loading subjected to the VR rendering.
(2)
 The workspace boundaries may be too complex to calculate
the exact mechanical bounds. The actual boundaries of the
3-DOF motion simulator are associated with the Z–Y–Z Euler
angles, i.e. a0, b0, and g0 (see the inverse kinematics in the
appendix).
An AWF, as shown in Fig. 4, is proposed to compensate for
the insufficiency of the prior proposed optimization process, and
this accommodates more severe restrictions, such as the small
workspace and the limited driving current. For yaw motion, the
washout filter is implemented as follows:

yz;kþ1 ¼ yz;k � ½signðyz;kÞoz;indiff T� if jyz;kj

4yz;softwarebound (55)
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The following filter is applied to prevent the hunting motion from
being possibly associated with the washout motion

yz;kþ1 ¼ 0 if

yz;kyz;kþ1o0

or

jyz;kþ1jp�

8><
>: (56)

where e denotes a sufficiently small number. For the pitch and
roll motion, further motion is prohibited as soon as the software
limit of the workspace (in contrast to the hardware limit (actual
boundary) of the workspace) is reached. These filters may be
formulated as follows:

yx;kþ1 ¼ yx;k if jyx;kj4yx;softwarebound (57)

yy;kþ1 ¼ yy;k if jyy;kj4yy;softwarebound (58)
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6. Experimental results and comparison

A simulation of Pseudo-Flight-Object (PFO) produced by IMON
Corp. was applied in this study. The geocentric position and the
body acceleration data of the aircraft produced from the equation
of motion, were taken as inputs to the proposed motion-cueing
strategy in the PFO software. The outputs of the experiment were
the motor position commands to the 3-DOF motion simulator, as
shown in Fig. 9. The results were compared to the CLWF. Fig. 10
consists of four plots used to demonstrate the flight trajectory in
3-D view, front view, side view, and top view, respectively. The
flight data including longitudinal (pitch+x-acceleration), lateral
(roll+y-acceleration), and yaw motions. Data of individual Euler
angles (yaw, pitch and roll) were provided simultaneously to the
proposed ROMA algorithm to yield the motion cue of the pilot.
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Hence, one complex simulation was performed to test all motion
cues simultaneously.

Various aspects of the experimental results are shown. The
ROMA introduced in this paper is derived from the CLWF, which is
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There is merely difference when comparing the performances of
sustained motion along the x and y axes between these two
methods.

However, the CLWF is designed for the general 6-DOF motion
simulator. The ROMA is designed for a 3-DOF flight simulator,
specifically the rotational motion simulator with insufficient
spatial DOF. The CLWF shows poor performance on the high-
frequency linear motion when implemented on the rotational
motion simulator.

Figs. 11 and 12 show the comparison of the high-frequency
(onset) linear motion cues along the x and y axes. In this case, the
CLWF generates no output to the rotation motion. The proposed
algorithm ROMA eventually converts the onset linear motion to a
rotation command based on Eqs. (14) and (20), and presents the
onset linear motion on the motion simulator. Figs. 13 and 14 show
the error between VR commands and actual linear acceleration by
different motion-cueing algorithms. The data indicate that the
error rises rapidly as the frequency of the linear motion increases
when adopting the classical method.

Figs. 15 and 16 show the results of a mixture of sustained and
onset motion. The ROMA could optimize the motion cueing
without violating the inequality equation, and remained within to
the mechanical bounds of a motion simulator. The CLWF failed to
do so; therefore, the mechanical structure of the motion simulator
can be damaged by CLWF. Nevertheless, these figures indicate that
the onset motion cue can be generated by ROMA rather than
CLWF.

Fig. 17 illustrates the effect of the yawing washout and ROMA.
The washout motion continuously returns the cockpit to its home
position when the indifference threshold is detected as in Eq. (54).
The washout motion moving the cockpit back to its home position
is performed with a velocity at the indifference threshold, as
revealed in Fig. 18.
7. Conclusion

This study establishes a performance index of the motion
performed by the motion simulator. This motion performance
index is useful for planning motion control. By introducing the
constrained optimization algorithm ROMA, the motion control
can not only yield a precise cue to the pilot, but also avoid damage
to the mechanical structure of the motion simulator. In addition to
the motion optimization process, washout filters are applied to
ensure dexterity of motion, and to prevent unexpected damage
from loss of control of motions due to high CPU loading. Repeated
tests were performed online, and indicate that the proposed
motion-cueing strategy yields much more realistic motion than
the classical technique with a 3-DOF motion simulator. The
proposed motion-cueing strategy is generally applicable to all
motion simulators with three rotational DOF.
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Appendix A. Inverse kinematics of the polar-star mechanism

To solve the inverse kinematics problem, the Cartesian space is
mapped to joint space. The X– Y– Z fixed angle frame is introduced
with angles of yaw a, pitch b, and roll g

G
C T ¼

r11 r12 r13

r21 r22 r23

r31 r32 r33

2
664

3
775

¼ G
C RXYZða;b; gÞ

¼

cacb casbsg� sacg casbcgþ sasg

sacb sasbsgþ cacg sasbcg� casg

�sb cbsg cbcg

2
664

3
775

¼ G
C RZ0Y 0Z0 ða0;b

0; g0Þ

¼

ca0cb0cg0 � sa0sg0 �ca0cb0sg0 � sa0cg0 ca0sb0

sa0cb0cg0 þ ca0sg0 �sa0cb0sg0 þ ca0cg0 sa0sb0

�sb0cg0 sb0sg0 cb0

2
664

3
775 (A.1)

then, if sinb0 6¼0, that is, if r336¼1. It follows that

b0 ¼ tan�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2

31 þ r2
32

q
r33

0
@

1
A (A.2)

a0 ¼ tan�1 r23=sb0

r13=sb0

� �
(A.3)

g0 ¼ tan�1 r32=sb0

r31=sb0

� �
(A.4)

If b0 ¼ 0, that is, r33 ¼ 1. Then a solution can be calculated to be

b0 ¼ 0 (A.5)

a0 ¼ 0 (A.6)

g0 ¼ tan�1 �r12

r11

� �
(A.7)

The following table shows the relationships between the Z– Y– Z

Euler angles and the output angles of the motors:
y1 (Motor#1 Output

angle)

y
a

1 (Motor#2 Output

ngle)
y3 (Motor#3 Output

angle)
RZ0(a0)
 a0 a
0
 a0
RY0(b0)
 0 0
 b0
RZ0(g0)
 g0 0
 0
where a0, b0, and g0 denote the Z– Y– Z Euler angles. The table
above yields

y1

y2

y3

2
64

3
75 ¼

1 0 1

1 0 0

1 1 0

2
64

3
75

a0

b0

g0

2
64

3
75 (A.8)

which implies

a0

b0

g0

2
64

3
75 ¼

0 1 0

0 �1 1

1 �1 0

2
64

3
75

y1

y2

y3

2
64

3
75 (A.9)

where y1, y2, and y3 denote the output angles of motors 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. Thus, the transfer matrix between the Z– Y– Z Euler
angles and the output angles of motors is obtained.
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Appendix B. Experimental setup, specification, and
quantification

Software (Spec of processor: CPU: Pentium D, 3.20 GHz, RAM:
2.00 GB):
Specification D
escription
Interrupt of motion control (ROMA)

programming

1
0 ms
Interrupt of virtual reality (PFO)

programming

3
0 ms
Calculation time of motion control

(ROMA)

L
ess than 1 ms
CPU load l
ess than 1%(motion control)+50�60% (VR

rendering process)
Servo drive system:
Specification
 Unit
 Value
Rated output
 kw
 1.5
Rated speed
 rpm
 3000
Max. speed
 rpm
 5000
Rated voltage
 V
 3, 200 V
Rated current
 A
 9.6
Max. current
 A
 28.8
Rated torque
 N m
 4.78
Max. torque
 N m
 14.3
Rotor inertia
 kg m2
 4.51�10�4
Insulation class F
 Class
 F
Weight
 kg
 7
Ambient temp.
 1C
 �10�+40
Mechanism system:
Specification
 Unit
 Value
Max. weight
 Kg
 200
Offset from pivot
 M
 0.50�0.60 (depends on the position of pilot’s head)
Max. pitch
 deg
 �30�+30
Max roll
 deg
 �30�+30
Max. yaw
 deg
 �120�+120
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